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NEWS & Information
Business Journal Explores Online Social Networks: Texting, Blogs,
Facebook, and YouTube -- It isn’t
kid stuff. It’s serious business.
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Client Targets $40 Million In Custom Home Market
We Increase Our Client’s Bottom Line

Media Coverage
Case Study Highlights

Scottsdale, Arizona – Corcoran Associates
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the firms in
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W JKelly
Development,
with headquarters
approach to increasing visibility for their
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Scottsdale
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is a builder
of exceptional
and
Social Networks Mean Business”
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andmarketing
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In this Biz Edge section of the Business
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Candace
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J Development how
in recent
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to gain
a better
and where
As a result,
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for marketing
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executive
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and blog
requests
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Ms. Isley adds, “If one of your goals isinformation,
getting traditional
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attention,
exposure
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their
new
prospective
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has
is ideal.” She also noted a recent Brodeur/OmniComm study in which 61 percent of the
increased.
reporters surveyed said blogs affect story
tone and 50 percent said blogs influence
editorial copy.

Solution: W J Development’s senior leadership and
Corcoran Associates have worked together to
Additional related materials:
expand their marketing materials and public
Business Journal’s Biz Edge
relationship efforts. Updates to their properties
portfolio and client summaries have been completed
and show how important program management is
About Corcoran Associates
when you are accountable for your client’s multiCorcoran Associates is a firm of business
advisors
and public relations
experts
with
million
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veteran owned, woman owned business that has joined the GSA Schedule with the
Award of Contract GS-10F-0017R. Benefits: Our Client has improved their response
time to new business development opportunities that
will increase their award ratio. They have also
further established a presence through their new
CONTACT INFORMATION:
website and have begun their mid term strategic
Melissa Brown, Director Public Relations
planning efforts to increase their capture rate within
Corcoran Associates
Business Advisors & Public Relations Arizona’s
Experts billion dollar custom home market.
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